
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The ordinary Egyptian is not self-reliant or energetic by nature, and,
_______ most Eastern people, finds it difficult to be impartial where duty and
family or other personal relations are in the balance.

1.
like

You two are to live here; Snip's work is to enjoy himself with me, while
you're to make a garden, the _______ of which won't be seen this side of
New York.

2.
like

_______ for me, I go away.3. As

His influence was _______ beneficial _______ it was powerful.4. as as

This, again, is _______ it should be.5. as

I wish I could feel _______ easy about the other!6. as

There is such a thing _______ a necessary lie.7. as

It was _______ steady _______ an automatic revolver.8. as as

My belief is not so bad _______ you fear.9. as

Of course, Mr. Dog wished he was inside, _______ the others, but he
knew why he wasn't, and he was glad enough to be there at all.
10. like

_______ he did so, the day dawned.11. As

Certainly in this damp, low-lying country the Gothic style flourished
amazingly, and brought into existence talent which produced many
cathedrals, town halls, and gateways, the _______ of which were not to be
found elsewhere in Europe.

12.

like

Standing beside the second classes we see a short-sighted gentleman in
glasses, wearing an alpaca suit; he has with him a lady, who, _______
himself, is coffee-coloured.

13.
like
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Reo was a short, squat Malayan, with a face _______ a skate, barring his
eyes, which were long, narrow slits, apparently expressing nothing but
supreme indifference to the world in general.

14. like

_______ he did so he paused in dismay.15. As

I would premise, that, _______ many others, I formerly supposed the
Colonization Society was a praiseworthy association, although I always
doubted its efficiency.

16. like

He half-hesitated, _______ if he felt that it was his duty to interfere, but
there was too much earnest work at the Rectory for him to speak at a time
_______ this.

17. as

like

I felt _______ if I had dropped from the clouds.18. as

He recoiled _______ though he had been touched by fire.19. as

There was a young dairy farmer, with a face _______ a red harvest moon,
who stopped at her aunt's door on his way to market.
20. like
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